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Abstract: Fault localization (narrowing down the cause of a failure to a small number of
suspicious components of the system) is an important concern in many different
engineering fields and there have been a large number of algorithmic solutions proposed to
aid this activity. In this work, we performed a systematic analysis of related literature, not
limiting the search to any specific engineering field, with the aim to find solutions in nonsoftware areas that could be successfully adapted to software fault localization. We found
out that few areas have significant literature, in this topic, that are good candidates for
adaptation (computer networks, for instance), and that although some classes of methods
are less suitable, there are useful ideas in almost all fields that could potentially be reused
for software fault localization.
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1

Introduction

Our everyday lives are driven by complex systems; we are directly interacting
with some of them, while others support background technologies in diverse
industrial areas [1]. These complex systems may be mechanical, electrical,
software-driven, or any combination thereof, and are developed and produced by
the respective engineering disciplines. These systems are often mission, safety or
business critical, and every effort is made to avoid failures in them. Failures can
cause damage to the environment, people’s health and lives, or the operation of
businesses and governments. Hence, failures and the underlying faults are a high
priority concern.
Among the many different engineering areas that deal with complex systems,
there is one common subtopic, the central theme of this article, fault localization.
Without loss of generality, fault localization means identifying components (parts,
modules, software code parts, etc.) of the system that are responsible for a specific
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observed failure. Fault localization as a discipline is given a high priority in many
fields, especially in the case of highly critical systems.
In this paper, we explore semi-automatic fault localization techniques from
various domains, and aim at producing an interdisciplinary analysis of the area.
Our goal is specific, though. The background area is software engineering, and our
research agenda deals with enhancing existing techniques and providing new
approaches in the field of software fault localization [2] [3]. To this end, the
primary goal of this survey is to provide a systematic analysis of fault localization
techniques from non-software domains and discuss their possible adaptation to
and implementation in software fault localization.
In any of the mentioned engineering areas, systems tend to be large and complex,
and they are often connected to each other, forming even more complex systemsof-systems [4]. This has the implication that, upon occurring failures, it may be
very difficult to localize their source (root cause). Hence, various fields have
developed algorithmic approaches to automate the fault localization process.
Naturally, each field deals with its peculiarities and many of the techniques are
domain-dependent, yet we found out that there are some similarities across
disciplines. Furthermore, some of the methods are generic and could be applied,
theoretically, to any engineering field and fault localization problem.
Software fault localization is a relatively young area compared to, for instance,
aerospace or electronics. Yet, there is already a large literature covering many
different subtopics [2] [3]. A lot of research has been performed to design
effective fault localization algorithms and propose their use in different phases of
the software process, most notably debugging. However, related research suggests
that the practical applicability of research results in this area is still limited [5],
and further research is needed to achieve more widespread use of automatic
software fault localization by practitioners.
It is noticeable that existing software fault localization techniques concentrate
around a relatively small number of fundamental approaches with little overlap
between them [2]. This motivated the present work: to investigate other
engineering fields and find out if they employ techniques that could be adapted to
software and hence advance the state-of-the-art in this field.
This paper is a first attempt to investigate the applicability of fault localization
methods to software from other fields; we are not aware of any similar research.
Our preliminary investigations show that there are promising related approaches,
but we also found that in some cases there are barriers to the adoption of such
techniques. This is due to fundamental differences in how these systems (software
and non-software) are described and handled (for example, if a detailed behavioral
model is required). In many other cases, however, the techniques or some
underlying ideas could be successfully adapted to software.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview the terms
used in the remaining parts of the paper. Section 3 deals with the assessment
criteria we used for the analysis of the literature. The assessment results are
presented in Section 4, while Section 5 contains their evaluation. Section 6
concludes this work.

2

Background

One of the main difficulties in a cross-disciplinary analysis of a specific topic is
the diversity of the used terms. Often, the same concepts are referred to by
different terms, and specific terms may have different meanings in different
technological areas. In this work, we came across the following areas: software
technology, computer networks, electric engineering, aerospace, among others. In
the following, we overview the main constituents of a general fault localization
approach, and the terminology we will use to describe it.
System and its components. Since this paper deals with many different areas, a
system may refer to any complex artifact that performs a specific task [1]. It may
either be a mechanical, electrical, chemical, computer software, etc. system that is
composed of specific, interacting components. Often, a complex system includes
components of different types, e.g. interacting mechanical and electrical, or
computer based using hardware and software components. A system is often
described using a domain specific model, which is then used in the fault
localization process.
Fault. Without loss of generality, in this paper, fault refers to a defective
component (or a set of defective components) of a system [6]. A fault may be
defined at different granularity levels, depending on the domain and fault
localization method. A fault may be present due to a design or implementation
error made by a human or other external entity, or may be developed during
operation by natural wear or physical damage. (This, of course, does not apply to
software, for instance.)
Fault identification. This refers to the (systematic or incidental) process of
discovering that there is a fault in a system. This process merely proves that there
is at least one fault, and does not necessarily shows its exact location and context.
Execution and observation. A fault in a system may be identified by merely
analyzing the system’s components by automatic or manual means (we call this a
static approach), or by executing (using) it and observing its behavior. Execution,
in a general sense, means using the system in its intended or test environment and
usage scenarios, either in its entirety or using only some of its sub-components. A
fault identified in such a way will be referred to as using the dynamic approach.
Execution and observation may mean diverse things in the case of different
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systems, such as real-time observing a working system in live environment,
running software test cases, probing a network with test packages, etc.
Test. An individual test will mean any atomic execution of the system whose
behavior can be observed, measured and interpreted. Alternatively, a system may
be statically tested by analyzing the components. This, again, can be very diverse
in the different domains.
Intended (or expected) behavior. This will refer to a type of execution of the
system, which conforms to a set of explicit or implicit behavioral requirements. In
other words, it is the behavior when all of the system’s components work
correctly. Some parts of the intended behavior are defined by a behavioral model
(documentation, or formal model), while in other cases undesired behavior is
documented (such as possible failure modes), or it may even refer to implicit,
undocumented, expected behavior.
Failure. Based on the previous, a failure of a system should mean any observed
behavior which is different from the intended one [6]. Note, that failure may mean
many different things and can be classified according to severity starting from
minor glitches, through functional and non-functional issues (for example,
performance) to serious malfunctions. (The static fault identification does not
require the manifestation of a failure.)
Fault localization. Finally, fault localization refers to any automated or semiautomated process whose goal is to select a sub-component or set of components
of a complex system, which are most probably responsible for a set of observed
failures or identified (but not yet localized) faults.
In the case of various domains, fault localization may mean different concrete
things but a basic approach is to perform a set of tests on the system, observe its
behavior and, based on the failures, use an algorithm to narrow down the possible
causes to specific sub-components of the system. In this process, a behavior model
may or may not be required, and in some cases the tests may be performed
statically, as discussed above.
The different fault localization approaches can have various properties that
determine its effectiveness and usage efficiency. In this context, effectiveness
means how successful the method is in localizing the fault (successfulness can, in
turn, mean different things but usually refers to how many of them and how
precisely the location of the faults are found). Efficiency, on the other hand, means
any practical property of the method that determines its execution time,
complexity, storage requirement, or any other aspect which is important for its
usability.
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Assessment Criteria

The process for identifying the corresponding research reports and their selection
was the following. In the first phase, we used general and research oriented search
engines and research repositories, which included google, google scholar,
ResearchGate, Mendeley, and Scopus. We did not use generic search terms like
“fault localization” alone because these produced too much irrelevant results.
Instead, we added specific keywords that we expected to be relevant fields for our
search: networks, electronics, engineering, operations, systems, etc. We also
applied different variations and synonyms to the term, which included localizing
faults, failure diagnosis, problem diagnosis, error localization and similar terms.
We then restricted the search results to publicly available full-text scientific
publications. We aimed at limiting the results to publications that appeared in
peer-reviewed journals or conferences, however there were few exceptions such as
doctoral theses and technical reports. The next filtering, we applied was to limit
the list to papers that correspond to some of the following categories: softwarerelated, generic algorithms, methods in engineering fields that we expected to be
relatively easy to adapt to software-related artifacts. For example, pure
mathematical methods, methods used in programming education, or approaches in
non-related scientific branches like biomedicine, navigation, linguistics or other,
were removed.
In the next phase, we performed a lightweight “snowballing” with the identified
papers: considering the referenced works for new candidates. Finally, we
consolidated the results by organizing the works by specific research groups or
authors and concentrating on a few relevant reports by the same team.
In the next phase, we started the classification of the papers based on the criteria
set forth in this section. In this phase, several papers also dropped out because
they were difficult to categorize according to the criteria (mainly due to the
fundamental area category as described below). Also, the criteria had to be
modified slightly during this phase.
Fundamental area. The main classification direction was the fundamental area in
which the method is applied. To enable easy further processing of the methods, we
decided to use a very simple classification in this respect. We have the following
categories: software, networking, other engineering and various/generic. The
description of the methods in Section 4 is organized along these categories.
Since our goal was to identify potential approaches from other areas different
from software faults, the methods we include belonging to the software category
are only the most important, basic approaches, which are provided for reference.
We soon realized that there exists a large amount of publications that deal with
fault localization in computer networks, hence we established a separate category
for this area.
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The other engineering category includes all methods that belong to a specific
engineering field other than software or networks. In the corresponding table in
Section 4, we will denote the specific field in question.
Finally, there are some approaches that are not limited to any specific field
(although some of them include one or more example applications); in this sense,
they are generic. We used the same category to denote methods belonging to some
other various fields.
The other classification criteria we used for each method are the following:
Base method. This refers to the fundamental approach (mathematical model,
algorithm) on which the method is based on. Of course, many methods are using
complex solutions and it is difficult to categorize them into a single approach, but
we managed to classify most of the methods into one of the following: Machine
Learning including any subfield thereof, Statistics, which are based on statistical
analysis of the failures, tests, etc., Entropy, a special case of statistics which also
includes probabilistic approaches. Finally, Model refers to model-based
approaches that include various types of models such as mathematic structures or
engineering descriptions of the systems. In some cases, a combination of the
previous was applied in which case we used Combined. Finally, if the base
method could not be determined or would be very different than the mentioned
ones, we used Other.
Faults. It is an important property of a method if it relies on an assumption that
there is a single fault in the system, or it can handle (or is designed to handle)
multiple faults occurring at the same time. Therefore, we use the Single and
Multiple categories for this aspect.
Base Data. The next category we used is the basic type of data the method relies
on for performing the fault localization computation. We found that most of the
approaches are using either a Graph representation of the elements, probes, tests,
etc., or they are represented in a Matrix format (such as rows containing the
probes and columns the elements on which localization is to be performed with
test results in the cells). In a number of cases, the base data is much more
complex, in which case we used Complex. Finally, some approaches use a Domain
specific data representation.
Behavior model. This category deals with the question if a behavioral model is
required to perform fault localization. Such a model describes the expected
behavior of the system. In simple cases, the tests (or probes) are providing simple
pass/fail answers, but in other cases, a more complex model is needed. We used
Yes or No.
Empirical. This category classifies the methods according to whether they include
empirical measurements, and if yes, what kind of. The Theory category means that
only theory is described, Simulated refers to a case when simulation data were
used in the experiments, while in the case of Real, real data was used.
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Data set. If the method included any kind of experiments, this category will
provide the amount of data they were executed on. Example means that only toy
examples were used, Small refers to a realistic but small data set, while Large
includes any real data that can be treated large but is limited to a small number of
projects or sets. Finally, Mass was used when an automated method was used to
collect mass amounts of data from some repositories.
Availability. This category deals with the availability of the underlying
information of the method. Namely, if only the Implementation or the
measurement Data are available, Both of these or None.
For each of the criteria from above, if it cannot be interpreted for a specific
method, we will use N/A to denote this situation.

4

Methods by Areas

In this section, we present the results of our assessment of fault localization
techniques literature. We list the identified papers along with the properties
following the categorization presented in the previous section. This section is
organized into subsections by the Fundamental area category defined above. Each
subsection is composed of a table of the same structure: we list the papers with
their authors and publication year noted to help easier identification, and make a
brief note of the assessment results for each classification aspect. An exception is
the Other Engineering Fields category, in which case an additional column is used
to indicate the specific field.

4.1

Software

Research related to fault localization in computer software is a large and diverse
area. It is not the purpose of the present paper to provide a comprehensive
overview of this literature, as the goal is to identify method not related to
software. For an interested reader, we refer to the excellent surveys of Wong et al.
[2] and Parmar and Patel [3]. Nevertheless, we include several works related to
this area (Table 1), which we think are important representatives of the field.
These approaches are diverse enough to serve as examples of the main techniques
for software fault localization.
The basic goal of any software fault localization approach is to identify the
location of software defect(s) in the source code given one or more faulty
executions of the system. In software testing, one just shows that there is a defect
somewhere in the system, and it is the task of fault localization to identify the
exact point of the fault, typically in the source code.
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A fundamental approach to software fault localization is to observe the behavior
of distinct test cases and, based on their outcomes and their interaction with the
system, compute the most suspicious code elements to contain the defects.
Table 1
Software fault localization techniques
Base
Method
Abreu et al., Combi2007 [7]
ned
Abreu et al., Combi2009 [8]
ned
Artzi et al., Model
2010 [9]
Christ et al., Other
2013 [10]
Pearson et al.,
N/A
2017 [11]
Ravindranath Model
et al., 2014
[12]
Renieris
et Mach.
al.,2003[13]
learn
Wang et al., Mach.
2011 [14]
learn.
Paper

4.2

Empirical

Data set

Complex

Behav.
model
No

Real

N/A

Multiple

Complex

No

Simulated

Example

Multiple

Matrix

No

Simulated

Example

N/A

No

Theory

N/A

N/A

Domain
specific
N/A

N/A

Real

Large

Implement
Data

Multiple

Matrix

Yes

Real

N/A

Data

Single

Complex

No

Simulated

Small

Data

Multiple

Domain
specific

No

Simulated

Example

None

Faults

Base Data

Multiple

Availability
Both
Implement
None

Networking

Fault localization in computer networks is a large and important area as
networking technologies are becoming more and more complex as well as the
internet itself, and the reliability of computer networks is increasingly important.
In networking, the goal of fault localization is to identify faulty networking
elements (“nodes”) such as routers, etc. This is typically done by probing the
network with network packages, and based on the responses from the nodes and
the routes taken, the faulty nodes are identified.
Table 2 contains the results of our assessment of methods in the computer
networking area.
Table 2
Networking fault localization techniques
Paper
Aghasaryan et
al., 1997 [15]
Aghasaryan et
al., 1997 [16]

Base
Meth.
Model

Faults

Base Data

Empirical

Data set

Complex

Behav.
model
N/A

N/A

Theory

N/A

Model

Multiple

Complex

N/A

Theory

N/A
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Alekseev
et
al., 2014 [17]
Brodie et al.,
2002 [18]
Chao et al.,
1999 [19]
Chen et al.,
2004 [20]
Deng et al.,
1993 [21]
Fecko et al.,
2001 [22]
Garshasbi et
al., 2013 [23]
Hood,
1997
[24]
Kant et al.,
2003 [25]
Katzela et al.,
1995 [26]
Kompella et
al., 2005 [27]
Lu et al., 2013
[28]
Natu et al.,
2006 [29]
Natu et al.,
2007 [30]
Natu et al.,
2007 [31]
Rish et al.,
2004 [32]
Steinder et al.,
2004[33]
Steinder et al.,
2004[34]
Tang et al.,
2005 [35]
Traczyk, 2004
[36]
Wang et al.,
2012 [37]
Zhang et al.,
2011 [38]
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Model

Multiple

Complex

No

Theory

N/A

None

Model

Multiple

Complex

No

Theory

N/A

None

Model

Multiple

No

Theory

N/A

Mach.
learn.
Mach.
learn.
Combined
Other

Multiple

Yes

Real

N/A

Implement.
None

No

Theory

Example

N/A

Domain
specific
Domain
specific
Domain
specific
Complex

No

Simulated

Example

Implement.
None

Multiple

Matrix

No

Theory

Example

Data

Mach.
learn.
Model

Multiple

Domain
specific
Complex

No

Simulated

Example

None

No

Theory

N/A

None

Model

Multiple

No

Simulated

Example

None

Model

Multiple

Domain
specific
Matrix

No

Simulated

Example

Model

Multiple

Complex

No

Simulated

Example

Implement.
Data

Other

N/A

Matrix

No

Theory

N/A

Model

Multiple

No

Theory

N/A

Statistics
Other

Multiple

Domain
specific
Matrix

No

Simulated

Example

N/A

Complex

No

Real

N/A

Model

N/A

Complex

Yes

Simulated

Example

Model

N/A

Complex

Yes

Simulated

Example

Model

Multiple

Complex

Yes

Simulated

Example

Implement.
Implement.
Implement.
Both

N/A

Multiple

Matrix

No

Simulated

Example

None

Combined
N/A

Multiple

Complex

No

Simulated

Example

Both

N/A

N/A

Yes

Theory

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

Implement.
Implement.
Both

Other Engineering Fields

This category deals with different engineering fields in which some form of
automated fault localization is investigated. Faults are possible and need to be
avoided or identified in virtually any automatic system, whether it is mechanical,
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electrical, logical (software), or even chemical or biological. Some systems are
complex and composed of different components of the mentioned types.
Automatic fault localization is used to various degree in these areas, typically
based on the criticality of the system. Some areas are particularly notable in this
respect, which have a relatively large literature on fault localization. These areas
include the aerospace industry (detecting faults in aircraft systems), power
electronics (detecting faults and source of outages in electrical networks),
electronics (detecting faults in hardware components of computer systems or other
electronic devices, most typically in the digital domain). Other areas we
encountered include mechanical engineering (detecting faults of rotary machines),
oil pipelines (detecting leakage points) and chemistry (detecting faults in chemical
plants that implement complex chemical reactions).
We are certain that there may be many other areas that encounter similar issues
and have domain-specific solutions to fault localization, but the domains we list in
this section illustrate the diversity of approaches used. Interestingly, there are
many common basic approaches used in these diverse areas (such as entropybased and neural networks), which means that they might be good candidates in
reusing the methods to software fault localization.
Table 3 contains the results of our assessment of other engineering field methods.
Table 3
Other engineering fault localization techniques
Base
Method
et Model

Faults

Base Data

Multiple

Model

Multiple

N/A

N/A

Domain
spec.
Domain
spec.
N/A

Model

Single

Model

Dries, 1990 [44]
Pálfi et al., 2017
[45]
Poon, 2015 [46]

Paper

Adamovits
al., 1993 [39]
Balaban
et
al.,2007 [40]
Benbouzid et al.,
1999 [41]
Beschta
et
al.,1993 [42]
Digernes, 1980
[43]

Peischl
et
al.,2006 [47]
Tanwani
et
al.,2011 [48]

Behav.
model
Yes

Empirical
Theory

Data set

Avail

Field

N/A

None

Yes

Theory

N/A

None

N/A

Theory

Example

None

Complex

No

Theory

N/A

None

Single

Complex

No

Model

Multiple

N/A

Theory

N/A

Other

Multiple

Domain
spec.
Domain

N/A

Real

Small

Model

Multiple

Yes

Simulated Example

Data

Model

N/A

Domain
spec.
Graph

N/A

Simulated Example

None

Model

N/A

Complex

N/A

Simulated Example

Implem.

Aerospace
Aerospace
Power
electr.
Power
electr.
Oil
pipelines
Aerospace
Power
electr.
Power
electr.
Electronics
Power
electr.
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[50]
Yan et al., 2014
[51]
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Other

Multiple

Domain

No

Simulated Example

None

Model

Multiple

Domain

Yes

Simulated Example

None

Other

Multiple

Domain

No

Real

Example

None

Mech.
eng.
Chemistry
Mech.
eng.

Various and Generic Methods

During the assessment of the identified literature, we encountered several works
that introduce a fault localization algorithm, which is theoretically application
independent. To a certain degree, these generic methods could be applied to any
field, including software. Many of these publications are illustrating the use of the
approach in a specific field, but it is generally not discussed to what degree is the
method generalizable to other areas.
Some methods listed in this category are purely theoretical and advance a certain
mathematical subfield, with no obvious practical application. Hence, the
applicability of the methods listed in this section should be carefully investigated
to any particular field, notably software faults.
Table 4 contains the associated results of our assessment.
Table 4
Various other fields fault localization techniques
Paper

Base
Method
N/A

Frank, 1996
[52]
Gertler,
Machine
1991 [53]
learning
Isermann,
N/A
1984 [54]
Kleer, 2009 Entropy
[55]
Kleer et al., Entropy
1987 [56]
Lerner
et
Model
al.,2000[57]
Massoumni
Model
a et al.,
1986 [58]
Mehra
et Statistics
al.,1971[59]
OlivierCombined
Maget
et
al.,
2009
[60]

Empirical

Data set

Complex

Behav.
model
Yes

Theory

N/A

Availability
None

Multiple

Matrix

No

Theory

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Theory

N/A

None

Multiple

Yes

Simulated

Large

None

Yes

Theory

N/A

None

Multiple

Domain
specific
Domain
specific
Complex

No

Simulated

Multiple

Complex

No

Theory

Multiple

Complex

No

Theory

N/A

None

Multiple

Complex

No

Theory

N/A

None

Faults

Base Data

N/A

Multiple
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hin et al.,
2016 [61]
Tidriri et al,
2016 [62]
Varga,
2003 [63]
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Model

Multiple

Domain
specific

N/A

Simulated

Example Implementation

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Theory

N/A

None

Statistics

N/A

Domain
specific

No

Theory

Example

None

Evaluation

The main goal of the paper was to identify potential approaches from nonsoftware domains that can be successfully adapted to software faults and fault
localization. Based on the summaries in the previous chapter, it is not easy to
pinpoint only a few candidate methods, rather many of them may provide
interesting ideas, even if not the complete method is adapted. In particular, we
found the following. Figure 1 contains the overview of the various fields we
investigated in this article. The arrows from specific areas to software bugs
indicate the level of their applicability (dashed lines = moderate, solid lines =
probable).
Fault localization

Generic

Other (chemistry,…)

Engineering

Software bugs

Networks (pipelines, electricity)

Aerospace

Computer networks

Electronics

Mechanical

Figure 1
Overview of the investigated fault localization areas and their relation to software faults

5.1

Networking

The most promising techniques for adapting to software faults is the probing
method in computer networks [36]. A probe is a program that executes on a
particular network node and sends commands or transactions to the other elements
of the network. Then, the responses are observed and their various properties are
measured. From this information, various network issues, bottlenecks and faulty
nodes can be estimated. Steinder and Sethi provide a survey of fault localization
techniques in computer networks [64].
An interesting property of such network fault localization methods is that an
almost direct analogy can be drawn to software fault localization: a network node
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corresponds to a software component, a probe can be seen as a test case, and the
responses from the network can be identified as the dynamic behavior of the
system by executing the test cases. Thus, the traditional spectrum-based fault
localization methods in software [2, 3, 7] may benefit from advances in probebased networking fault localization.
For instance, the approaches by Brodie et al. [18], and Natu et al. [29, 30, 31],
provide various optimizations to the basic probing approaches, which are good
candidates for adaptation to software faults.
Another common element of network fault localization is the use of probabilistic
approaches (such as conditional probabilities and Bayes networks) [17, 19, 34,
35], among others, as well as machine learning [20, 21, 24]. These can be
probably adapted to software.

5.2

Other Engineering Fields

Overall, the techniques used by other engineering fields are typically not directly
applicable to software faults because of the big differences in the domains. Often,
reliable behavioral models are the basis for these approaches which is in many
cases difficult to obtain with software. The probabilistic approach used often in
some areas may, however, be considered to enhance fault localization in software.
Indeed, there are already several enhanced methods in software fault localization
that employ conditional probabilities and entropies, such as Abreu et al.’s method
[7] (also see [2] [3]).
In the aerospace industry, use of artificial intelligence, in particular, model based
reasoning, seems to be prevalent [39, 40, 44]. Although these approaches seem
quite advanced, their application to software fault localization may be limited due
to the difficulty of producing a reliable model of the software.
The situation is similar with the power electronics area [41, 42, 46], these also
frequently utilize various models describing the system. However, they seem to be
less complex and more similar to computer networks, hence their applicability
may be easier.
Some approaches in fault localization in electronic circuits may almost directly be
applied because the description of the hardware is done in a similar way to
computer software source code [47]. However, often simulation is done based on
the circuit model, which is more difficult to employ on software. It is interesting
to note, that some techniques that we categorized as “Generic methods” (see next
section) have their main application in electronic circuits (Kleer et al. [55] [56]),
which are based on entropy minimization and probabilistic approach (as with
many methods in computer networks).
The other areas we investigated also often use simulation and probabilistic
approaches [43], or machine learning with neural networks [50], but in these cases
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a model of the system is required as well. Often, advanced concepts are applied in
these areas such as Kalman filters to increase the accuracy of fault estimates.
A notable field is that of machine fault diagnosis in mechanical engineering [49]
[51]. This concerns of finding faults in machine elements, most specifically in
rotating machinery. This area is only remotely related though, as the methods used
are very specific to the field, and include spectral and waveform analysis of
vibration signals. Reference [51] provides an overview of the field with specific
emphasis on wavelets for fault diagnosis of rotary machines.

5.3

Generic Methods

The common property of most generic methods is that they rely on a behavioral
model of the system. Many of these model the system as a process, and hence
process analysis approaches are used from control theory [50, 54, 58, 59]. This is
often applied to fault tolerant systems. Often, these are called Model-Based
Diagnosis techniques, which aim at finding the fault of an observed system based
on knowledge about the system’s expected behavior [52, 55, 56, 61]. The
mentioned entropy based and probabilistic approaches are typically used.
Tidriri et al. [62] combine model based approaches with data driven methods
(which process a large amount of data from the system’s output and are based on
training data for a correctly working system). This may be a good candidate to be
applied to software fault localization, because in this case often the model is not
available but the operational data from software executions is easily obtainable
through system logs. This publication refers other related work in this area, which
can be useful sources for more information about this set of techniques.
Conclusions
This paper presented the results of our interdisciplinary analysis of fault
localization techniques. As this was a preliminary study, our goal was to find
related publications in various engineering fields, initially evaluate the proposed
methods and assess their usability to our central topic, software fault localization.
We found that, among the many different engineering fields, computer networks,
aerospace, (power) electronics and some other areas are the most promising to
help advance software fault localization.
The detailed analysis results presented in Section 4 could provide a starting point
for further analyzing the techniques. Based on the various properties of the
method, we provided (fault types, base data, empirical results, etc.), the most
promising approaches could be selected for further consideration. Section 5, on
the other hand, could be used to pin-point specific topics (with references to the
main articles) to be used to enhance software fault localization.
Although we performed a systematic Literature Analysis, we cannot claim any
completeness thereof. Based on the identified and here referenced works, further
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publications could be searched by investigating the references, authors and
research groups, etc. Also, scientific venues (conferences, journals) of specific
engineering areas could be further analyzed to discover additional results.
Nevertheless, we believe that the survey in its present state is suitable for us to
continue our quest for enhancing software fault localization, and for other readers
to obtain a wider view of this important and diverse topic.
In future work, we will evaluate the most promising approaches in more detail and
eventually implement the findings, for software fault localization.
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